1960 Chevrolet Corvette
Lot sold

USD 111 331 - 123 050
EUR 95 000 - 105 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Country VAT
Mileage
Number of seats
Drivetrain
Lot number

1960

Drive

LHD

Condition

Used

Location

NL
36 482 mi /
58 713 km
2
2wd

Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

White

Car type

Convertible /
Roadster

2

Description
This Chevrolet Corvette C1 is fully matching numbers and in excellent condition. The Corvette from
1960 car has been (body off) restored to original specifications and is in a very neat, driving
condition. The low mileage can be explained by the fact that with the full rebuild of the engine and
drive in the USA it was set to 0 miles. In 2014 the car was imported to the Netherlands and a Top
Flight Award was awarded by the NCRS - NATIONAL CORVETTE RESTORERS SOCIETY (96% of 4500
points were scored for a combination of originality and condition). Documentation has been available
since 1972, including receipts from the restoration and export / import documentation. The polyester
body is in excellent condition. The bottom, chassis, subframes and auxiliary beams are also in good
to excellent condition. Nothing can be noticed about the paintwork, it is in good condition. The body
seams are all-round symmetrical, in professional terms tight, and the body rubbers are good. The
windows are not damaged and are in good condition. The chrome bumpers are in good condition. The
decorative parts such as strips and emblems are original and in good condition. The technology is in
good condition as far as it can be seen. The entire interior is in good to excellent condition. In
conclusion, it can be said that this is a car that is in excellent original condition. A vehicle in
competition condition or a top vehicle that can be exhibited. No defects and executed in detail
according to the specifications of the year of construction. The MOT is valid until 07-06-2020. An
appraisal report is available.
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